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Abstract
Graphene (G) was synthesized from normal graphite powder via graphene oxide (GO).
Graphene was also produced from finer particles of graphite subjected to ball milling to
check the effect of particle size of graphene on the properties of composite.
PANI/graphene composites of different compositions were prepared by in situ
polymerization of aniline to polyaniline in the presence of graphene powder. Graphene,
graphene oxide and PANI/graphene composites were characterized by UV, IR, TEM, and
cyclic voltammetry. PANI/graphene composites exhibit higher current in cyclic
voltammetry study compared to either neat PANI or neat graphene. The value of
capacitance achieved for PANI/graphene composites is found to depend on the size of
graphene particles, finer the particle higher is the capacitance for the composites.
However, the effect of composition on CV characteristics of composite is relatively less
pronounced compared to the size of graphene sheets coated with PANI.
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Introduction
Conductive polymer composites filled with different carbon fillers have been used in different
electrical and electronic applications [1–7]. Among the carboneous fillers, graphene based
polymer composites have attracted much attention in the recent years [8–10]. Graphene, oneatom-thick planar sheet of carbon atoms, is densely packed in a honeycomb crystal lattice of
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graphite. Graphene, at large scale, is produced by reducing graphene oxide by some reducing
agent. Graphene is having large aspect ratio (ratio of surface area to thickness) [11], high
mechanical strength [12], high electrical conductivity [13], ability to disperse in polymers well [14],
high thermal conductivity and stability [15]. It can be effectively exploited for many applications
[16,17]. Graphene oxide derived from graphite through oxidation has many polar groups on its
surface like –C=O, –COOH, –OH, which give its properties like hydrophilicity, dispersibility, and
compatibility with many polymers.
Among conductive polymers, polyaniline (PANI) has attracted considerable attention because
of its ease of preparation, low cost of monomer, good environmental stability, good conductivity
control through doping as well as a good control of oxidation level. All these properties give PANI
the potential for wide applications [18–22]. It can effectively be used as opto-electronic sensors
[23–26], conductive paints and adhesive [27–29].
PANI has also good power and energy density, so it has been analyzed for the development of
new supercapacitor materials [30–32]. Generally, electrochemical super capacitors are of two
types; type-1 is electrical double layer capacitor (EDLC) due to charge separation at
electrode/electrolyte interface, and type-2 is pseudocapacitor, where capacitance is due to both
reversible faradic reaction and charge separation [33]. The latter category of capacitor materials
can be further divided in to two different types of material based on their origin, for example i)
metal oxide like RuO2 and ii) conducting polymer like PANI.
The energy and power density of power sources like batteries and capacitors can be shown by
Ragone plot. Batteries have good energy density and EDLC type capacitors have good power
density whereas pseudocapacitors work on the principle of both batteries and capacitors,
simultaneously. PANI can act as a pseudocapacitor and it has the power to store energy by
reversible chemical reactions, as observed in batteries, and also like EDLC. In polyaniline/graphene
composite, graphene not only increases the EDLC capacity of PANI but also helps in facilitating
charge transfer and consequently enhances the utilization of PANI as a capacitor material by
increasing available surface area.
The scrutiny of available literatures reveals that there exist some reports on PANI/graphene
composites. However, all these reports mainly deal with only one or at best two compositions of
PANI/graphene system. The effect of size of graphene particles on the properties of
PANI/graphene composites has not been extensively investigated. So the present study deals with
synthesis and characterization of PANI/graphene composites with different compositions. The
preparation of PANI/graphene composites with different size of graphene particles has also been
reported.
Experimental Details
Polyaniline was synthesized in aqueous medium as reported in the literature [34]. The graphite
oxide was prepared by modified Hummers method [35]. During the preparation of graphite oxide,
50 mg of graphite was mixed with 25 mg of NaNO3 and 2ml H2SO4. After stirring of the mixture for
10 minute in ice bath, 150 mg of KMnO4 was added to it with constant stirring for 15 minutes.
Then the resultant mixture was heated up to 98 °C and deionised water was added slowly with
constant stirring. H2O2 was added and then the suspension was filtered followed by washing of
filtrate with deionised water for 8 times to remove any water soluble residues. The filtrate so
prepared is graphite oxide which was used in further synthesis. During the preparation of
polyaniline/graphene composites the following steps have been adopted. In the first step, the
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graphite oxide was added (as per the ratio desired, explained below) to deionised water. The
mixture was ultrasonicated for one hour followed by addition of aniline to it, and the mixture was
again ultrasonicated for half an hour. While ultrasonicated, layers in graphite oxide were
delaminated to produce graphene oxide. This mixture of graphene oxide and aniline was then kept
as such for a day at room temperature. In this mixed mass the requisite amount of 0.2 M solution
of HCl was added at room temperature followed by requisite amount of 0.25 M solution of
ammonium persulfate was added. Continuous stirring was maintained during the reaction. After
addition of ammonium persulfate the stirring was continued for 10 minutes and the conical flask
was covered with lid and kept as such for 24 hours. The whole reaction was carried out between 5
- 10 °C with the help of ice bath. The polyaniline/graphene composite so prepared was filtered. To
remove the unreacted reactant from the mixture and to dope PANI adequately the filtrate was
repeatedly washed with 2 M HCl solution. The so prepared composite was dried in vacuum oven at
50 °C temperature until the final weight became constant.
The graphite oxide in polyaniline/graphene composites was varied in different ratio with its
weight percent being 4, 8, 12 and 16 of combined weight of initially taken aniline and graphite
oxide. The nomenclature of the so varied weight has been given as PG4, PG8, PG12 and PG16.
PANI/graphene composites were also prepared in a little different way. In this preparation the
graphite powder as received was ball milled for 60 hours at 300 rpm to form finer particles of
graphite and used for preparation of graphene oxide followed by preparation of PANI/graphene
composites. This was done to check the effect of size of graphene sheet on composite properties.
The so prepared nano graphite powder was converted into graphite oxide by modified Hummers
method [19]. The procedure adopted for the preparation of polyaniline/nano-graphene composite
is the same as described earlier. The weight per cent of nano-graphite oxide has also been varied
in the same way as described above in the proportion of 4, 8, 12 and 16, and identified as PnG4,
PnG8, PnG12 and PnG16.
Different polyaniline/graphene composites were characterized by different techniques like
cyclic voltammetry (CV) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The CV study was performed
with different scan rates of 10 mV/s, 50 mV/s, 80 mV/s and 100 mV/s with electrolyte being 2 M
H2SO4 solution. The reference electrode used was Ag/AgCl and counter electrode being platinum
wire. The working electrode used in the experiment was modified glassy carbon electrode. The
polyaniline/graphene composite was mixed in the Nafion solution of chloroform. The mixture was
then put on the electrode with the help of glass rod. The CV was performed within the potential
range of -0.2 to 1.0 V at room temperature.
For TEM analysis, the samples were used after ultrasonication for one hour in deionised water.
IR and UV techniques were used for characterization, and sample of graphene and graphene oxide
were ultrasonicated in acetone for half an hour before testing. This solution was spread over KBr
pellet and IR was performed. For UV analysis the G and GO samples were ultrasonicated in
deionised water for 1 hour before test.
Results and Discussion
UV and FT-IR
Synthesized graphene oxide and graphene were characterized by UV and FT-IR spectroscopy.
From UV spectra (Figure 1), one can detect the π – π* transition at 260 nm (38461 cm-1) for the
graphene while graphene oxide shows n – π* transition at 305 nm (32786 cm-1) and π – π* at 240
nm (41667 cm-1). From IR spectra (Figure 2) for graphene a very few peaks can be detected as neat
doi: 10.5599/jese.2013.0038
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graphene contains very few organic groups. FT-IR peak in between 3500 to 3100 cm-1 is due to the
absorbed moisture and the peak around 2200 cm-1 is due to atmospheric carbon dioxide often
seen if the experiment is not done in nitrogen environment. There is a little hump around 1500
cm-1 because of C=C stretching in benzene ring of graphene. In the case of GO, due to oxidation
there are several absorption bands corresponding to large number of chemical groups attached to
the graphene sheets.

Figure 1. UV spectra of graphene and graphene oxide.

Figure 2. FT-IR spectra of graphene and graphene oxide.
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TEM Analysis
In TEM images the presence of single layer graphene (Figure 3) and multi layer graphene sheets
stacked together (Figure 4) can be seen. From other TEM images (Figures 5 and 6) the formation of
polyaniline particles (Figure 5) and polyaniline coating on graphene sheets (Figure 6) can also be
detected. Graphite to graphene was routed through formation of graphene oxide followed by
ultrasonication when different degree of delamination of original graphite occured. If the extent of
delamination is very less, the original layered structure of graphite is almost retained. All these
studies reveal that successful preparation of graphene from graphite can be achieved by the
method described in experimental section.

Figure 3. TEM image of graphene
sheet

Figure 5. TEM image of polyaniline
particles

Figure 4. TEM image of few graphene
sheets stacked together

Figure 6. TEM image of polyaniline/graphene
composite.

Cyclic voltammetry analysis
The study of CV (current-voltage) for the polyaniline/graphene composite was carried out to
understand the electrochemical behavior of these composites. Figure 7 shows the CV of PANI, G,
GO and PG4. The shapes of CV curves show the reversible charge-discharge behavior of composite
electrode [36,37]. For PANI the first anodic peak appears around 0.29 V, which is associated with
the oxidation of leucoemeraldine to emeraldine [38–41]. The second anodic peak around 0.84 V is
attributed to the emeraldine to pernigraniline transition (Scheme 1). Figure 7 also shows that with
the addition of graphene the current flow increases and the peak also broadens as compared to
doi: 10.5599/jese.2013.0038
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neat PANI and neat graphene as shown in the inset. The differences in qualitative and quantitative
shape of CV curve for PANI and polyaniline/graphene composites have been attributed to the
dispersion of PANI particles on graphene sheet which reduces the migration length of electrolyte
ions during the charge-discharge process where graphene sheets provide an excellent path for the
charge transfer [42]. Hence, the graphene increases the efficacy of PANI by providing a larger
surface area and reducing the resistance to current flow.

Scheme 1 Oxidation/reduction chemistry of polyaniline.

Figure 7. Cyclic voltammograms of PG8, polyaniline, graphite oxide and graphene
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The stability of the composite has been checked by repeating the CV plots under the same
condition for the same sample for several cycles [43]. Figure 8 shows the average particle size of
graphite as received and the nano sized graphite with cumulative contribution in the total number
of particles, %. The particle size analysis was done by Fritz particle size analyzer. The average
particle size of graphite is 800 µm while the particle size of nano graphite was beyond the range of
analyzer. Figure 9 shows that after 100, 200 and 300 CV cycles, at 0.08 V/s scan rate, the currentpotential graphs almost superimposes on each other. This reveals the good electrochemical
stability of the composite which is essential when it is used as a capacitor.

Figure 8. Particle size analysis of graphite and nano graphite

Figure 9. Cyclic voltammogram of PG8 at 100 mV/s scan rate after 100, 200 and 300 cycles
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Both composition of PANI/graphene composite and size of graphene particles are expected to
influence current-voltage characteristics of composites. Figure 10 compares the current potential
behavior of polyaniline/graphene composite with variation in graphene weight percent and size of
graphene sheet. It shows that with the addition of graphene the peaks in current - potential plots
broaden in comparison to PANI. This is due to availability of alternate as well as low energy paths
for charge transfer in PANI/graphene system through graphene. The presence of graphene in
composite decreases the resistance of system hence there is an increase in the current and
broadening of the peak. As shown in Figure 10 the resistance in PnG4 is almost equal to that of PG8
composite. This shows that with smaller size of graphene sheet the available surface area is higher
and hence it leads to better utilization of PANI. Hence, this infers that with larger surface area the
small scale graphene better decreases the resistance of the system and increases the capacitance
of composite material by better utilization of PANI in composite. Figure 11 shows that with
increase in the graphene weight percent there is no much increase in the current flow relatively to
the neat PANI and in PANI/graphene composite as shown in Figure 7 [44]. It could also be seen
that at lower scan rates (for example 0.01 V/s) different oxidation and reduction peaks could be
distinguished but as the scan rate is increased, the peaks merged. This is due to the time constant
effect in CV, since I=E/Rs (e-t/CdRs), where E is the potential step, Rs being the solution resistance,
Cd, the double layer capacitance and t is time [45-46]. Here I decreases as the CdRs increases which
happens at a low scan rate. As the scan rate is increased CdRs doesn’t give enough time to the
current to decrease hence distinct peaks are not observed.

Figure 10. Cyclic voltammogram of PG4, PG8 and PnG4 at 10 mV/s scan rate

Conclusions
Different spectroscopic and morphological analysis show that chemical process used in this
experimentation leads to successful preparation of graphene sheet from graphite. From CV
analysis it has been found that the size of graphene sheet plays an important role in determining
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the capacitance of the composite. In fact, with the reduction of the size of graphene sheet there is
an increase in the capacitance value.
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